CINIER – LUXURY RADIATORS
BY LAMARTINE
SOLUTIONS TO HEAT, COOL AND LIGHT YOUR HOME

MODERN LUXURY RADIATORS

LED LIGHTING

Cinier has reinvented the radiator to be
a decorative work of art and is the only
company in the world producing a
collection of towel warmers & radiators
made with Olycal® stone since 1990.
Cinier collection includes:

The LT LED lighting collection by bring
Cinier is a modern and exclusive style.
Some LT pieces have become already
iconic. Cinier products are perfect for
luxury and modern homes, hospitality
and commercial properties using
contemporary interior design.

• Contemporary Radiators
• Towel Warmers
• Traditional Radiators

• LED Lighting Collection

CINIER’S AND CRAFTMANSHIP
Technical excellence, creativity and style are the values of the
family-owned company since 1975.
Michel Cinier, his daughter Johanne and son Stephane work
together from a small town in the South of France crafting unique
pieces.
Michel devised the technology, Johanne joined the company after
working as a fashion designer for Givenchy in Paris and Stephane
deals with the sales and marketing worldwide.
The radiators are handcrafted from Pyrenees stone which is
reconstituted in a way which increases the healing properties of
the natural material. Radiators often take the form of large
sculptures, sleek and deliberately contemporary.
The technology works well with all types of energy, water,
renewables and electricity. The product lines are the most
energy efficient heating and cooling systems in the marketplace.
“Being surrounded by beauty is a way of living. Everyone has his
vision. The most important thing is to make sense.”
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ABOUT CINIER
Exclusive modern products for Luxury homes.
The Ateliers Cinier have reinvented the radiator to be a dual-purpose decorative work of art as well as bring a
heating, cooling or lighting unit. Cinier are the only company in the world producing a collection of towel
warmers and radiators made with Olycal stone and have been hand crafting works of art since 1990.
In addition to being respectful of the environment, Cinier radiators offer the highest level of technology, quality
of fabrication and creativity to deliver excellence in the art of heating. All Cinier products are handcrafted to the
highest specifications and levels of creativity, uniqueness rarely seen on the global stage and whose works of art
become invaluable to the customer who appreciate the level of sophisticated design as well as the technical
performance of the product.
Johanne Cinier, creative director at the Cinier company, finds her inspiration in colours, textures and places
around the world when creating new towel warmer and radiator designs. Those designs become a complete
representation of contemporary art and add a depth of character to your interior décor.
The LT LED lighting collection brings a modern and exclusive style. Some LT pieces have already become iconic
offering customers around the world to have impressive and uplifting lighting centre pieces for their living space.
Cinier products are intended to offer a sense of luxury and contemporary design to any interior be it home, hotel,
venue or workplace. With Ciniers patented energy efficient technology, this allows intricate and opulent design
whilst being considerate of the environment.

